TC Restaurant Group offered a traditional Thanksgiving dinner of slow-cooked turkey, cranberries, green beans, mashed potatoes
and gravy, and stuffing to first responders who stopped into FGL House on Thanksgiving day.

TC Restaurant Group offers Thanksgiving
dinner to first responders at FGL House

T
hanksgiving is a time when many are
able to gather around a table with their
friends and family, but on Nashville’s
busiest strip the party doesn’t stop - and it’s
another day in the office for first responders.
Hospitality Group TC Restaurant Group
provided a traditional Thanksgiving meal
for all police, fire fighters, and EMS workers
as a token of appreciation for the long hours
and their symbiotic relationship.
All first responders including police officers,
fire fighters, medics, and ambulance drivers
were able to stop into FGL House after 4
p.m. for a complimentary dinner.

said. “It was our hope to give them a place
to come in and rest and enjoy a meal with
their coworkers.”
First responders were treated to a
traditional Thanksgiving meal, with turkey,
cranberries, stuffing, green beans and
mashed potatoes and gravy.

The FGL House is located on third avenue
south and is the branded bar of the multiplatinum country music crossover duo
Florida Georgia Line. It boasts an extensive

menu of southern food with a California
flair.
TC Restaurant Group, operates restaurant
venues in multiple cities and offers eight
dining and entertainment destinations for
tourists and locals in the heart of downtown
Nashville. Concepts include Tequila
Cowboy, Wanna B’s Karaoke Bar, Luigi’s
City Pizza, Crazy Town, Sun Diner, FGL
House, Jason Aldean’s Kitchen + Rooftop
Bar and LUKE’S 32 BRIDGE Food + Drink.

“We couldn’t do what we do without the
help of our first responders,” said Executive
Chef Tomasz Wosiak. “No one down here
could. We realize that they work hard to
ensure the safety of not just out facilities
but for the whole tourist community in
downtown Nashville.”
Wosiak said that the philosophy of the
family-oriented TC Restaurant Group is to
take care of their neighbors.
“It’s important to us to take care of those
who we work so closely with,” Wosiak

Wosiak said the goal was to provide first responders with a place to rest and enjoy the
holiday with their coworkers.

